
Mobile Factory   

Options and Pricing 

 

      Bring the children’s museum to your school or                  

organization with Kids  Discovery Mobile Factory. Our     

Mobile Factory brings STEAM learning to life with student 

led exploration and discovery. We offer a variety of exhibits 

and give you the ability to customize your experience.   See 

what all the buzz is about and bring educational play to your 

school or  organization today! 

 

   Mobile Factory                                  Grades Pre-K to 8 

Kids Discovery Mobile Factory offers hands-on STEAM        

discovery with 10  mobile exhibits set up in your school  

gymnasium. The full Mobile Factory is available for 3        

sessions or more, reaching up to 100 students per 45 minute 

session. The cost is $250 per session.  

($750 Minimum,  Mileage Fee for events 40+ miles from our location.)       

 

Mobile Factory Requirements: 

We ask our hosts to provide the following: 

- A full sized gymnasium, or equivalent 

- 7 banquet tables (6ft or 8ft tables) 

- At least 4  adult volunteers, from set-up to teardown 

- Access to 2 electrical outlets 

- Space must be handicap accessible 

 

 

www.KidsDiscoveryFactory.org    •    (812) 932-KIDS (5437) 



Exhibits 

To schedule the Mobile 

Factory, or for any  

questions, please  

contact  Vanessa Beetz 

by calling 

(812)932-KIDS 

Or 

vanessa@kidsdiscovery 

factory.org 

 

* All exhibits and        

activities are subject to     

availability. Kids       

Discovery  Mobile     

Factory reserves the 

right to make             

substitutions when              

necessary. 

 

Kids Discovery Mobile Factory has a variety of exhibits, all    

designed to be appropriate for kids of all ages and abilities.  

Imagination Playground                       

Ramps, Thrones, Walls, 

Forts, Build it all! 

K’Nex Build & Race     

Build your own K’Nex car 

and race it on the ramp.  

Magic Magnets                       

Harness the power of magnets 

to create a masterpiece!  

Wind & Air Energy         

Explore the power of air with 

our wind tunnel and blower 

boxes. 

Explorer Exhibits: 

Discovery Ramps                      

Kids can build simple or 

complex ramp systems using a 

variety of  wooden parts. 

Builder 

Exhibits: 
Riga-ma-jig                             

 Future engineers will love      

harnessing the power of simple 

machines. 

Dr. Dash   

Role Play as a Doctor 

preforming Robot-Assisted 

Surgery.  

Technology 

   Exhibits: 
Imaging 

Experience the different ways we 

can view images of objects to 

learn more about them. 
 

Fingerprint Discovery                        

Students can discover how unique 

the human body can be, no two 

are alike! 

Discovery 

 Exhibits: 

Chemistry Lab                         

Kids test acidity levels in            

pocket sized chemistry labs. 


